PLUS Glass Quote

Single click Quote generation software for Retailers, Small processors and Toughners

INPUT
- Glass & Fittings
- Process
- Rates

OUTPUT
- Quotation
- Job Sheet
- Delivery Challan
- Invoice and many more...

OPTIMIZATION
- Cutting Plans
- Accurate Estimation
- Offcut Management

CUSTOMER
- Maintain Customer Database
- Maintain Receivables

OPTIONAL MODULE
- Label Maker
- Link To Tally

REPORTS
- Sales Report
- Out Standing
- Sales Ledger
- Cumulative Job Summary

PROVEN  POWERFUL  PROFITABLE

Easy to use, rightly priced, quotation software to streamline your business.
PLUS Glass Quote

PLUS Glass Quote - Powerful and flexible 1-Click Quote generation software, which calculates accurate costing for the job or project including labour and processes, Estimate material for Glass, Fitting & other hardware items and generates Quotation.

For:
- Retailers
- Small Processors
- Toughners
- Glazing Contractors
- Aluminium fabricators

Key Features and Benefits:
- Automatic Charged Size Calculations.
- Multiple Delivery Challans.
- What-if analysis - Change rates & see effects immediately.
- Track Outstanding.
- Project Specific Rates.
- Multiple Units.
- One Glance Status.

Easy Data Entry and intuitive User Interface:
- No learning curve, simple wizard like user interface.
- Simple copy paste data from Spreadsheet.
- Switch easily between mm and inch units.
- Pricing flexibility with less complications.
- Assign specific charged sizes.
- Assign Process to multiple Glass pieces.
Reports:

PLUS Glass Quote generates more than 45 reports, prominent among them are BOM – Summary and Detailed, Consolidated BOM, Job Summary, Job Work Note, Periodic Sales ledger, Periodic Sales, Periodic Job Statistics, Periodic Sales Collection, Periodic Cumulative Job summary etc.

Glass Optimizer – Based on PLUS 2D nesting technology, it provides a one stop answer for your estimation, quotation and sheet layout needs in a fraction of the time. It is one of the most cost effective tool that can add to your business.

Key Features and Benefits:

+ Immediate productivity, no learning curve.
+ Copy paste data from spread sheets and databases.
+ Estimate material requirements.
+ Easy Upgrade path to PLUS 2D for larger jobs.
+ Comprehensive statistical and graphical reports.
+ Reports available in RTF files that can be printed, edited and e-mailed.
+ Output includes complete layout drawing, part details, material requirements and balance lists.
+ Summaries of layout with nesting efficiency, areas of components, scrap percentages etc.
Optional Features

**Plus Label Maker** – Generates Bar Coded Labels at a click of a button. Print labels using ordinary Laser Printer.

- Design your labels, both size and contents.
- Use low cost off the shelf labels.
- Choose Bar Code formats including 2D Bar Codes.
- Add Image to each label.

**Link to Tally** – To export single or multiple Invoice’s details to Tally 9 ERP.

Company Profile

**Nirvana Technologies Pvt. Ltd.** Is an India based company specializing in providing optimization technologies and custom software solutions for the sheet metal, glass and wood working industries. We pride ourselves in providing software solutions that enhance our customer productivity and profitability because they are easy to use, of good quality and competitively priced.

Testimonials

“Quotation making is easy, fast and accurate with PLUS Glass Quote. It frees my time to develop new business, while anyone in my office can make the quote.”

Mahesh Sachdeva, Vishal Sales Corporation, Gurgaon

“PLUS Glass Quote streamlined our sales ordering process. The time taken to prepare and rework the Proforma Invoice has been reduced. Charge size & Excise calculations and invoice making have been made easy. The receivable module has helped us to track our out standings and control it.”

Mahesh Jangid, Dadakrupa Tuff Glass Pvt. Ltd, Nagpur

Recommended System Requirement: 1GHz or faster Processor, Win-Vista or later, 2GB RAM, 500 MB Hard disk space.

For more information visit: [www.nirvanatec.com/glass_quote.html](http://www.nirvanatec.com/glass_quote.html)
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